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List of Abbreviations

BR British Rail

BV Banverket

CER Community of European Railways

DB AG Deutsche BahnAG

DSB Danske Statsbaner

EC European Commission

EU European Union
FS Ferrovie dello Stato
NS Nederlandse Spoorwegen
NSB Norges Statsbaner

OPRAF Office of Passenger Rail Franchising
SBB Schweizerische Bundesbahnen

SJ Statens järnvägar

SNCF Société Nationale des Chemins

de fer Francais
TÖI Transporto'konomisk institutt

UIC Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer
VR Valtionrautatiet
VTI Statens väg- och transportforskningsinstitut

ÖBB Österreichische Bundesbahnen

Swedish Nat. Rail Administration

German Railways
Danish State Railways

Italian State Railways
Netherlands Railways

Norwegian State Railways

Swiss Federal Railways
Swedish State Railways
French National Railways

Institute of Transport Economics

International Union of Railways
Finnish State Railways

Swedish Road and Transport
Research Institute
Austrian Federal Railways

Furthermore, the current banking currency abbreviations GBP, FRF etc. are used.

In true railway fashion, cities are as far as reasonably possible called by their proper
names without resorting to anglicisms such as Copenhagen, Munich etc.
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1 Introduction

In 1988 in Sweden the responsibility for rail infrastructure and operations was divided

between the Swedish National Rail Administration (Banverket) and Swedish State
Railways (SJ). As a result of this division a system of access fees was introduced.

Further deregulation with opportunities for more Operators was decided by the Swedish
Parliament in early 1994 with implementation planned for 1 January 1995. This was
however deferred pending further consultations and inquiries, in June 1995 a slightly
more cautious deregulation has been proposed for implementation 1 July 1996.

Deregulation and open access is on the agenda in most European countries partly as a
result of the implementation of various European Community Directives (cf. section 3).
To be able to learn from experience and planning in other countries Banverket

commissioned the Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) to make a

state-of-the-art report covering Norway, Finland, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands,

Great Britain, France, Switzerland, Austria and Italy.

The report was compiled mainly from a questionnaire which was answered by the
railway administrations mentioned above. The questionnaires were complemented by

telephone calls and in four cases also by personal interviews. In several cases material
from reports and memoranda published by the railway administrations has also been
used.

The main report (in Swedish) to Banverket was terminated as per October 1994.
A condensed version of the present final report was presented at the PTRC, Planning

and Transport Research Conference in Warwick, United Kingdom in September 1995.
The subject has also been presented at the Danish Transport Economics Association in
Nyborg, Denmark, in January 1995.

The conclusions, suggestions and views are entirely the author's own and not
necessarin shared by the Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute or Banverket.

The author naturally welcomes any comments and suggestions.

Bertil Hylén

Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute
S-581 95 Linköping
Sweden

Tel +46 13 20 40 43
Fax +46 13 14 14 36
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2 Summary and conclusions

The Swedish National Rail Administration (Banverket) has commissioned the Swedish

Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) to make a state-of-the-art report on Access
to rail infrastructure in ten European countries - Norway, Finland, Denmark, Germany,

the Netherlands, Great Britain, France, Switzerland, Austria and Italy. The report should

focus on ways and means of supporting the expected further deregulation of the Swedish
railway network.

The report shows that only a few countries, notably Great Britain and Germany, actively

pursue a deregulation policy aimed at introducing several operators on the rail

infrastructure. Most of the other countries consider these matters interesting but difficult

and needing further studies. France (and to some extent Italy) is openly critical claiming

that the technical connections infrastructure-operations are so strong that several
operators should be avoided. The French view is larger also shared by the International
Union of Railways (UIC).

The process of liberalising the access to the national rail networks and introducing

access fees is gradually developing and some of the developments may be worth
observing from a Swedish point of view. The broad outlines and differences seem to be

fairly settled however.

Below, the author has summarised some points which he considers crucial for the

further deregulation process, seen from a Swedish point of view. Again, the views are
entirely the author°s and not necessarin shared by the Swedish Road and Transport

Research Institute or Banverket.

Access fees of some kind are used or are planned to be used in practically all countries.

The construction and level of the fees vary however. Great Britain and Germany aim at

100% cost recovery, several countries including Denmark and Austria aim at 20-30%,
the Netherlands will provide the rail infrastructure free of charge at least until 2000.

Before proceeding with further work concerning reformed access fees in Sweden the
following points should be considered;

Evaluation of the fees used since 1988. - Apart from the socio-economic effects

(competition, environment etc.) one should try to analyse the effects on the operator.
Have the fees had any effects on the operator's (SJ) choice of rolling stock etc.?

What should be the purpose of access fees?

What kind of access fees do we need?

Should we have a simple system or a more complicated system where e.g. rolling
stock and permanent way qualities are closely mirrored?

Should the fees also involve the allocation of infrastructure capacity or should this be
seen as a special process?
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Should the fees also include access to stations and terminals or should this also be

seen as a special (commercial) process?

Allocation of infrastructure capacity, a question much debated in Sweden. With the
exception of perhaps Great Britain and Germany this has not been resolved in a manner
from which Sweden might learn.

Access to stations. Most countries (though not Great Britain) intend to keep stations in
the hands of the major operator - the present state-owned railway undertaking. This may

be dangerous and may create conflicts between operators. Instead stations ought to be in
more neutral hands, e.g. separate companies owned by several Operators, local
authorities, real estate developers and perhaps the infrastructure manager.

 

Ticketing and information systems. These matters do not seem to have been much
discussed in the ten countries. Within the air transport sector there are already multi-
operator reservation systems, one should try to learn from them. Information may be a

more sensitive matter, should for instance competitors have access to each other's
information about schedules and fares not to mention on-line information about traffic
delays etc.?

The German and British systems merit further studies. In Germany there may be a mix

of one big operator (Deutsche Bahn AG) and several smaller so-called private ones
(Nichtbundeseigene Eisenbahnen). In Britain there may also be various mixes between

major passenger franchise Operators, smaller open-access ones and freight operators.

Both the German and British systems are very complicated but there seems to be areas
where Sweden may benefit from experience gained.
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Major Characteristics of the countries surveyed (+ Sweden)

The author would like to thank Mr. Stefan Adrigan of the Austrian Railways for the idea

and some of the information provided. - The abbreviations are explained below the table.

Rail BV DB DSB FS Rail NSB ÖBB SBB SNCF

track

Fixed portions
Related to

- network size 90%

- n of vehicles 50%

Variable portions
Related to

- Energy

- Train km yes

- Gross tonne-km yes yes

- Others

- Vehicles yes

- Time
(cap. restraints)

- Speed

yes

yes yes

- Lines yes

- Train categ. yes yes

- Shunting yes

- Volume (yes) yes

discounts

Railtrack, Great Britain

yes

yes

yes

HO

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

ned

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Railned The Netherlands

35% yes

yes

yes

yes

yes yes

yes yes

(yes) yes yes

yes

BV Banverket, Sweden NSB Norges Statsbaner, Norway

DB Deutsche Bahn, Germany OBB Österreichische Bundesbahnen, Austria
DSB Danske Statsbaner, Denmark SBB Schweizerische Bundesbahnen, Switzerland

FS Ferrovie della Stato, Italy
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3 The European Union and the railways

For reasons of simplicity the term European Union (EU) is used throughout the text.
The EU documents concemed with access to rail infrastructure are listed below.
For reasons of space they are not reproduced or discussed in detail.

Regulation 2598/70 of 18 December 1970 concerning i.a. the Definition and scope of
the term "Transport Infrastructure" including the rail mode.

Directive 91/440 of 29 June 1991 on the development of the Community's railways.

Of particular interest is the separation between infrastructure management and
transport operations.

In January 1995 the EU Member States reported to the European Union on the
implementation of the above Directives. The report suggests i. a. further measures to
improve access to the rail networks of the Member States.

In 1995 the EU approved two Directives concerning the application of Directive 91/440;

Directive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings.

Directive 95/19/EC on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the
charging of infrastructure fees.

The EU member states have received the EU Directives with various degrees of
enthusiasm. Germany and Great Britain believe very firme in the division of
infrastructure and the opening of the railway network to new operators. Most states
approve in principle but claim that the technical difficulties make further studies
necessary. France in particular is openly hostile claiming that the division is a threat to
the development and survival of the railways. The latter view is also larger shared by
the International Union of Railways (UIC).

As will be shown in the next section the EU Directives may well be interpreted in quite

various ways without actually violating the basic principles.

Finally another Directive being prepared should be mentioned - The Proposal for a
Council Directive on the interoperability of the European high speed train network.

COM (94) 107 - 94/0112 (SYN). This Directive will i. a. specify the necessary

parameters for international operations of high speed trains (v > 160 km/h).
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4 The ten countries surveyed

The questionnaire speciñcally asked for information concerning;

- The responsibility for different functions

- Allocation of infrastructure capacity

- Infrastructure fees

- New operators (other than the traditional state-owned railways)

4.1 Austria Contact person - Stefan Adrigan, ÖBB

The responsibility for different functions follows the EU Regulation 2598/70.

The allocation of infrastructure capacity will be dealt with by the infrastructure manager

according to administrative principles. There will probably be a way to appeal to the
Ministry of Transport against decisions taken by the infrastructure manager.

According to a 1994 proposal, Infrastructure fees are supposed to cover about 15% of

the total infrastructure costs including investments (according to their replacement
value).

One third of the fee should consist of a ñxed fee for "access to the network", paid per

network-km and year. For this purpose the network will be divided into 8 categories,

main/regional/mountain lines etc. Temporary operators will pay 1/10 of the annual fee
per month.

Two thirds of the fee should consist of a "traffic related fee" according to train-km and

gross tonne-km. There will probably be reductions for large volumes of traffic etc.

Fees for the use of non-infrastructure facilities such as passenger stations should cover
the full costs of these facilities.

The fees are not seen as a means of solving capacity conflicts. The fees will probably be
subjected to 20% VAT.

(frustria does not expect to see new operators (other than Österreichische Bundesbahnen,

OBB), means of encouraging new operators are currently being discussed.
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4.2 Denmark Contact person - Jette Bondo, DSB

The responsibility for different functions will probably mainly follow the EU Regulation

2598/70. Several issues remain to be sorted out, for instance concerning passenger
stations and freight terminals.

The allocation of infrastructure capacity will be dealt with by a separate function
directly subordinate to Danske Statsbaner's (DSB) Managing Director but still within
DSB. Administrative principles will probably be used, auctioning of train paths have
already been ruled out. There will probably be a way to appeal to the Ministry of
Transport.

Infrastructure fees are suppose to cover 25% of the operations and maintenance costs.

(Not investments) This will be 4,12 DKK per train-km to be paid by all trains

irrespective of type of train, number of vehicles per train or section of network. There
will be no volume-based discounts.

A capacity restraint fee will be charged for Operating at peak hours on four sections of
the network, the main line west of Köbenhavn and on three single track bottlenecks.

To provide incentives for switching from diesel to electric traction a special Electricity
Fee may be introduced at a later stage.

The Great Belt and Öresund fixed links will be subjected to special fees, in the case of

the Great Belt considerably higher than the normal fees described above.

As for new Operators - few discussions so far.
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4.3 Finland Contact person - Martti Kerosou, VR

The responsibility for different functions - There will be a so-called Railway

Infrastructure Management Centre directly subordinate to the Ministry of Transport and

Communications and thus outside Finnish State Railways, Valtionrautatiet (VR).
VR itself will consist of three companies, "mother", transport and track.

The Infrastructure Management Centre will be responsible for the railway network and
its development as well as for railway safety. It will also be responsible for the
allocation of infrastructure capacity and traffic control, functions where the government
has considered a "neutral treatment" as important.

The Infrastructure fee for 1995 is supposed to cover about 20% of the maintenance

costs, about 180 M FIM. As VR will be the only operator there will be no need for a
detailed tariff such as in Germany or Sweden.

As for New Operators - From 1995 Finland will comply with the minimum requirements
of the Directive 91/440 (international and combined transport Operators). No licensing
applications have however been received in late autumn 1994. Domestic competition is
planned for implementation in 1998/9.
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4.4 France Contact persons - Claude Boutté, Guy Dupre', SNCF

Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Francais (SNCF) claims that the separation of

railway infrastructure and operations will harm the development of the railway in both
technical and commercial respects. There is also a high-level political consensus

supporting the SNCF view. On the regional political level there is however serious
criticism against the predominantly large-scale, high-tech railway. Several regions
demand new regional transport solutions welcoming new operators as in Germany and
Sweden. This process is however still in its infancy.

Direction de l'equipement is responsible for passenger stations, freight terminals,
marshalling yards, traction power supply and telecommunications systems. Direction du
Transport is responsible for i.a. traffic control. Since SNCF is seen as the only operator

there has been no need to seriously discuss any changes in responsibility for different
functions.

Today infrastructure capacity is allocated by SNCF Direction du Transport. If in the

future complying with EU policy demands some kind of impartial organisation this may
be handled by some kind of infrastructure Direction with a way to appeal to the Ministry

of Transport. - Today's rule-of-thumb priorities are;

high inter-regional passenger traffic
medium commuter passenger traffic

low freight traffic

Future infrastructure fees may take into account type of train and/or type of vehicle.
Higher peak hour fees would be desirable from the railway point of view but this would
not agree with the idea that as many commuters as possible should travel by rail. SNCF

furthermore believes that as many trains as possible should run at the same speed
(increasing capacity) and that trains with diverging speed Characteristics should be
penalised. This has to worked out more in detail however.

New operators (other than the minimum prescribed by Directive 91/440) are not seen as
desirable and should not be encouraged.
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4.5 Germany Contact persons - Joachim Kroll, Isa Baumgarten, DB AG

4.5.1 Introduction

The re-uniñcation of Germany and the generally critical economic situation of the

German railways made a thorough reorganisation necessary. Some of its more important
elements are;

A federally owned railway company Deutsche Bahn AG (DB AG) became
operational 1 Jan. 1994. It has three divisions, passenger, freight and infrastructure -

these divisions will later become separate companies.

From 1 July 1994 the infrastructure is open to other operators than DB AG, all
operators pay infrastructure fees. This means that Germany is actually the first
European country to implement open access.

Licensing of operators and related safety matters are handled by a Federal Railway
Authority, Eisenbahn-Bundesamt, outside DB AG.

Federal grants for regional passenger traffic are transferred to the federal states
(Länder). This may make it easier for new operators to enter the market (See 4.5.5).

Germany has more than a hundred so-called private railways (Nichtbundeseigene

Eisenbahnen) owned by large industries, counties (Kreise) and the federal states
(Länder). Their total freight traffic is quite substantial, about 9000 Million tonne-km.

The mainly regional passenger traffic only attains 0,5 Million passenger-km but the

regional backing of these companies and services is strong.

4.5.2 The responsibility for different functions

Germany broadly follows the EU regulation 2598/70, one noteworthy exception is that

the passenger platforms belong to the DB AG real estate division. The use of passenger
stations is not included in the fees described in 4.5.4 - a pricing system is being prepared

where stations will be divided into three categories, Inter-City, regional, and local.
Stabling tracks belong to infrastructure but operators must pay a special fee for their use.

4.5.3 Allocation of infrastructure capacity

The DB AG infrastructure division handles the allocation mainly according to
established yearly timetable planning principles. Large and long-term buyers of capacity

get first priority. In the case of capacity conflicts these are to be solved by means of

public auctions, apart from these auctions there are no economic incentives etc. in the
allocation process.

Appeals may be made to Eisenbahn-Bundesamt.
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4.5.4 Infrastructure fees

The fees are supposed to cover the full infrastructure costs including investments.
To make this at all realistic the government has allowed very large write-offs of older

infrastructure, certain new investments motivated by the German re-unification are also

"free of charge".

I ) DB AG has divided the network into 1200 sections with different commercial value

according to the matrix below. The section lengths vary from 2 to 120 km.

Line quality (km/h)
Traffic 240 200 160 120 100 80 50

potential
High X X X X
Medium X X
Low X X X X

H ) For each section a basic price per train has been calculated. This price depends on

the type of train, there are 7 passenger and 5 freight types. (Not all types of train are
foreseen on all network sections, 240 km/h trains are not likely to operate on lines where

80 km/h is the maximum speed.)

III ) The basic price per train may be raised if the train exceeds a certain maximum

weight or if extra running time margins (Planungsqualitá't) are demanded be the
Operator. The price may of course also be reduced if the opposite conditions apply.

Reductions are also given to large-scale and long-term capacity contracts. These

reductions have much debated, critics claimed that only DB AG could profit from them.
The reduction schemes have recently been modified, partly to encourage regular interval

regional services.

There are however no reductions for delays or other disruptions, these are supposed be
the operator's commercial risk. 15% VAT is to be added to the prices. - An example:
An Inter-City train (type P2) has to spend about one quarter of the earnings to pay for
the use of high line quality infrastructure.

4.5.5 New operators

Germany officially welcomes new operators. DB AG top level management sees an
open European infrastructure as absolutely necessary for the development and even
survival of the railways especially in the freight area where railways have lost major
market shares. On the national level the rolling stock industry may be interested in
Operating its own long distance passenger services.

On the regional level the decentralisation of funds to the Länder will enable them to
choose other operators than DB AG. Some Länder may set up rolling stock companies
leasing vehicles to operators or even fully Operating railway companies Operating over
DB AG tracks. Some existing private railways have also expressed an interest in
extending their present feeder services into major cities such as München. This may be
the area where new operators are most likely to appear.
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4.6 Great Britain Contact Person -Gregor McGregor, Railtrack

4.6.1 Introduction

The British railway reform is without doubt the most far-reaching in Europe. As

opposed to other countries where the traditional state-owned railways will retainseveral

integrated functions, Britain is splitting the provision of infrastructure from passenger

and freight services and is further dividing those services into some 30 units. This is

prior to the transfer of the railways to the private sector and the introduction of

competition into passenger and freight services. Privatisation will commence with train
operations in 1995 followed by infrastructure during 1996

A brief summary of the British railway scene;

As a first step British Rail's (BR) infrastructure was transferred to a separate
company, Railtrack, on 1 April 1994. (4.6.2)

The Rail Regulator is responsible for the licensing of new Operators and related

safety matters. He also has to approve agreements between Railtrack and the
Operators concerning access fees and terms.

BR's present passenger traffic has been split up into 25 franchises. The Office of

Passenger Rail Franchising (OPRAF) will be in charge of the franchising process.
Basically a franchise for 7 years will awarded to the highest bidder. If a franchisee

does not expect that the revenues will cover all costs (including infrastructure fees)

OPRAF may have to make up the balance from state grants.

As opposed to Germany and Sweden the regional public transport authorities play a
minor role in railway affairs.

4.6.2 The responsibility for different functions

Railtrack is responsible for somewhat more functions than prescribed by the EU

Regulation 2598/70. One should, however, bear in mind that Railtrack is to be

privatised shortly. Railtrack is i.a. responsible for;

Land - including railway lines, passenger stations and freight terminals

Rolling stock maintenance workshops and stabling tracks

Traffic control equipment and traffic control staff.

Passenger stations, marshalling yards and freight terminals. Some larger stations will be

managed separater selling services to several franchise Operators. (Freight terminals
will operate on a similar basis) Smaller stations serving only one franchise operator will
form part of the franchise agreement on a leasehold basis.
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4.6.3 Allocation of infrastructure capacity

Capacity is to be allocated in a non-discriminatory manner that encourages competition
and efficiency. As a rule the (passenger) franchise for a certain group of routes will be
awarded to the highest bidder willing to offer specified minimum services. Capacity is

allocated and fees charged for its use by Railtrack in accordance with principles set
down by the Rail Regulator.

Beside the franchisees there will be passenger traffic and (all) freight traffic Operating

under so-called open access conditions. At the moment it is not certain how their
capacity demands will be managed but these arrangements may certainly be interesting
for future Swedish developments. An appeal may be made to the Regulator against

Railtrack's decisions.

4.6.4 Infrastructure fees

Railtrack must cover its total costs including investments and a rate of return by
infrastructure or other fees. The total fees will be in the order of 25 000 M SEK per

annum (about 2,2 M GBP). Exceptions are rural passenger traffic where OPRAF may
supply the amount that the franchisee cannot manage to raise on a commercial basis and
certain freight services where the government may step in directly to support rail freight.

According to a proposal in November 1994, Railtrack's fee per franchise will probably
consist of a fixed sum covering the long run incremental costs and an apportionment of

common costs. This sum will make up about 90% of the total fee regardless of the
number of services to be operated. It must be observed however that this proposal still is
subject to discussions between the many parties involved. The Regulator has expressed

a desire for greater transparency and flexibility, if for instance an operator wishes to
reduce his services during a contract period (whilst maintaining OPRAF'S minimum
service specification) there ought to be a provision for this. - It will be well worth
following the further process from the Swedish point of view.

Open access and freight fees are still in the stage of preparation.

4.6.5 New Operators

In for instance Germany and Sweden the traditional state-owned railway will remain in

operation complemented by new entrants. Not so in Great Britain, new Operators are the
very essence of the British railway reform and British Rail is simply not permitted to bid
for any franchises. New Operators will be able to rent or lease BR's equipment through
special Rolling stock leasing companies. The restricted British loading gauge makes it
impossible or at least very difficult to use Continental vehicles, let alone Swedish ones.
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4.7 Italy Contact person - Anacleto de Carli, FS

The responsibility for different functions follows the EU Regulation 2598/70.

Infrastructure is in the hands of Area Rete and operations belong to Area Trasporto. In
the future these may perhaps be organised as different companies.

As there is only one operator, Ferrovie della Stato (FS) there has been no need do define
any public criteria for the allocation of infrastructure capacity. The question is however
discussed between FS and the government.

Future infrastructure fees may take into account factors such as train-km, time of day

and types of services. Quality aspects, for instance speed and running time, should also
be considered. If the Infrastructure manager fails to provide the contracted services the
operator should receive a bonus and vice versa. These interesting features are however

still not finalised. A new contract between the State and FS will form the basis for
further development of access conditions.

There has been little discussion concerning new operators. At a conference in Berlin in
October 1994 Lorenzo Necci (managing director of FS) stated however that open access
although complicated was a long term objective.
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4.8 The Netherlands Contact persons - René Bastian, Paul Ranke, Railned

In the so-called "core" of Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) there are divisions for
passenger, freight, stations and real estate and outside the core there is a separate

infrastructure division. Also outside the core - but still within NS - there is a separate
authority called Railned which is responsible for safety, infrastructure development,
planning, capacity allocation/pricing and traffic control. Day-to-day traffic control is
however handled by NS.

To improve the railway's market share (and thus hopefully reducing car traffic) the

Dutch government wishes to double railway passenger traffic in the next 8-10 years.

Very large infrastructure expansion schemes are being implemented but despite this the
network has serious capacity problems.

Today there are no deñnite principles for the allocation of infrastructure capacity.

Priority is given to services vital to the implementation of the national regular interval
timetable. The govemment's transport policy objective (doubling passenger traffic) and
NS wishes are of course also considered. Appeals by common law are possible.

Until 2000 the infrastructure will be provided free of charge. This is considered as one

necessary condition for the implementation of the Dutch transport policy. The use of

non-infrastructure functions such as passenger stations must however be paid according
to commercial principles.

Fees after 2000 have only been discussed, there is plenty of time yet. They will probably
be related to maintenance costs, differentiation according to time, quality of line, speed,

axle-load, passenger/freight is possible. The fees will include planning and traffic
control functions but they will not be used to solve capacity conflicts.

New Operators have not yet been much discussed. With a comprehensive passenger

network and a regular interval timetable, NS has been seen as the only realistic operator.

Railned is positive to new Operators but see them more likely to appear in the freight
sector. There are large volumes of transit freight moving through the Netherlands but

NS no longer operate domestic freight services.
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4.9 Norway Contact persons Gunnar Markussen, NSB
Odd Skarstad, TÖI

The responsibility for different functions roughly follows the EU Regulation 2598/70,

traffic control and marshalling yards are however managed by the NSB Production
Division.

The allocation of infrastructure capacity is done in an "in-house" administrative fashion.
A multi-operator situation has not yet been discussed. *

Since 1990 the operator Norges Statsbaner (NSB) pays infrastructure fees based on the
long-run socio-economic marginal costs. The purpose is to achieve transport
competition on equal terms especially between road and rail. For this purpose the

permanent way fee (see below) has been gradually reduced from 2,5 to 0,9 öre/gross
tonne-km.

Today's fees are; Paid by

Permanent way fee 0,9 öre/gross tonne-km Freight traffic

Electricity fee 5,2 öre/kWh Freight and passenger traffic

C02 fee 48,5 öre/litre diesel Freight and passenger traffic

Apart from the fees, the electric power and the diesel fuel has to be paid by the operator.

The railway passenger traffic only pays electricity and C02 fees. The reason is that
Norwegian buses and coaches only pay the C02 fee and no other road tax, again

competition on equal terms is the purpose. Higher fees for buses are on the agenda -

if such fees are introduced the rail access fees may be adjusted accordingly in order to
maintain the desired road/rail competition on equal terms.

The fees are not seen as a means of solving capacity problems.

New Operators - Few discussions so far. Norway will not for the foreseeable future

become a member of the EU and the applicability of the EU Directives and Regulations

mentioned in Section 3 is at the moment uncertain. However, Norwegian locomotive
drivers operate on Swedish tracks and vice versa, this form of Interoperability may

perhaps be seen as a kind of new operator system.
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4.10 Switzerland Contact person - Hans-Peter Hadom, SBB

Switzerland differs from most of the other European countries in having about 60

so-called private railways. Most of these are owned by local authorities, cantons or the
Swiss federal state. With the exception of Bern-Lötschberg-Simplon and a few others
they chieny operate regional services. The private railways often operate over the tracks

of Schweizerische Bundesbahnen (SBB) and vice versa, recently one of them has started

Operating a regional passenger service in Germany over DB AG tracks.

Since the late 1980's the SBB infrastructure has been separated from operations in the

accounting sense. The responsibility for different functions mainly follows the EU
Regulation 2598/70 (although of course Switzerland is not an EU member state). One
interesting exception is that large and medium size passenger stations belong to SBB's

passenger division but the smaller ones belong to the infrastructure. This somewhat
resembles the British situation.

Allocation of infrastructure capacity will be dealt with by a special Capacity

Management unit within SBB. Administrative principles are used today, in the future
secret bidding for 10% of the capacity may be introduced. A way to appeal to the
Ministry of Transport is being considered.

After the split between infrastructure and operator, SBB has paid an annual lump sum
for infrastructure use. Initially fixed at 100 M CHF this sum has in later years been
reduced according to SBB's ability to pay. The private railways have generally not paid

for the use of SBB infrastructure as SBB trains also have operated over the private lines
on a km for km basis.

A new system may be implemented in 1996 depending on a new framework agreement
between SBB and the Swiss federation. Fees are supposed to cover 10-20% of the total
infrastructure costs including investments. The actual level is a sensitive political matter

which still has to be dealt with. The fees may be differentiated according to type of train,
time of day etc. - the details remains to be worked out. Furthermore the fees may be seen
as an instrument for dealing with short term capacity restraints.

In the foreseeable future Switzerland will not become a member of the EU and will

therefore not have to comply with EU Directives or Regulations concerning railways.

SBB has however a generally positive attitude towards new Operators, through earlier
co-operation with the private railways SBB has adopted a pragmatic view.
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